Here we report the fabrication and quantum transport measurements of gates controlled parallel-coupled double quantum dot on both bilayer and single layer graphene. It is shown that the interdot coupling strength of the parallel double dots can be effectively tuned from weak to strong regime by both the in-plane plunger gates and back gate. All the relevant energy scales and parameters of the graphene parallel-coupled double dot can be extracted from the honeycomb charge stability diagrams revealed through the transport measurements.
2 have been made in the double dot devices research of various materials, including GaAs twodimensional electron gas, 3, 4 semiconductor nanowires, 5, 6 and carbon nanotube. [7] [8] [9] The nature twodimensional material, graphene, has attracted extensive interest due to its distinguishing electronic quality and flexibility in device designs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] In addition, it is theoretically predicted that spin decoherence time in graphene can be much long due to its weak spin-orbit coupling and largely absent hyperfine interaction, which has significant meaning for spin-based quantum processors. Although various nano-devices including double quantum dot in series have been developed in graphene, there is no report about parallel-coupled graphene double quantum dot to our knowledge. Compared to DQD in series, the parallel DQD is an ideal artificial system for investigating the interaction and interference.
Rich physical phenomena, such as Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect, Kondo regimes and Fano effect, can be observed in parallel DQD. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] As a example of applications of parallel DQD, probing and controlling the bonds of an artificial molecule has been demonstrated in parallel DQD in GaAs as the parallel access to the two dots enables correlated tunneling of two valence electrons simultaneously. 24 Here we report a design and fabrication of double dot structure coupled in parallel on both bilayer and single layer graphene flake, which may open a door for us to study the rich parallel DQD physical phenomena in the peculiar new material, graphene. It is shown that the parallel graphene structure can be tuned from a strong-coupling resulted artificial molecule state to weakly coupled two dots by adjusting of three in-plane plunger gates and a global back gate. All the relevant energy scales and parameters are extracted from the quantum transport charge stability diagrams of this parallel coupled bilayer graphene double dot system. As shown in Figure 1 (a), the central islands (dots), nanoconstrictions (forming tunnel barriers) and in-plane plunger gates are all carved from the entire twodimensional (2D) sheet. The bridge plunger gate is separated from the drain part of graphene by a layer of over exposed PMMA. This design and fabrication method , benefitting from the two dimensional structure and high crystal and electronic quality of graphene [11] [12] [13] , is different from the way on the GaAs semiconductor and nanowire devices, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and give us a new perspective in the future integrated nanodevices.
3
Graphene flakes are produced by mechanical cleaving of bulk graphite crystallites by Scotch tape. 25 By using highly doped Si substrate with 100nm thick SiO 2 on top, we can identify the monolayer, bilayer and few layer graphene through optical microscope. The single layer graphene and bilayer graphene were further check by Raman spectrum. The results presented here are based on the measurement of one of our devices made on a bilayer grpahene flake. We first make an array of gold markers on the substrate before the graphene flakes are transferred to, these markers will help us locate graphene pieces in the following nanofabrication steps. After the graphene flake was transferred, a 50nm thick layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is spun for the electron beam lithography (EBL)
to form a designed pattern, followed by reactive ion etching processing in an O 2 /Ar (50:50) plasma, during which unprotected graphene part will be removed; the pattern of PMMA are then transferred to the graphene flake. We again spin a layer of PMMA which will be over exposed 23, 26 to form a bridge for the supporting of plunger gate GM that needs to be separated from the drain part of graphene---please see Figure 1 (b). The final step is to make the metal contacts, which are defined by standard EBL, followed by the E-beam evaporation of Ti/Au (2nm/50nm). zero is attributed to an unintentional doping of the films by absorbed water. 24 The upper inset in figure   2 (a) zooms into the interval from-2V~8V. We can see several non-periodic coulomb blockade peaks due to the non-single dot behavior. The capacitance of the dot to the side gate can be determined from measuring the size of the honeycomb as shown in Fig. 3(a) the interdot coupling is nonmonotonicly depended on the applied gate voltage. Although the detailed reasons for this non-monotony are undetermined, we assumed that one key factor will be the disorders in graphene introduced by either fabrication steps or substrate. 27 Many more efforts are still needed to address this issue for the realization of practical graphene based nanodevices. 
